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JCM Global Brings Landmark Solutions to Australasian Hospitality and Gaming Expo 
 
LAS VEGAS (March 19, 2024) – JCM Global® (JCM) is a long-time exhibitor at the Australasian Hospitality and 
Gaming Expo and technology leader in the region. Now the company is bringing a collection of its landmark 
products to AHG 2024 to help operators develop a customized technology roadmap.  
 
JCM will be on stand #6 where it will show several of its award-winning products, including iVIZION® and UBA 
Pro® bill validators, GEN5® thermal printer, ICB® Intelligent Cash Box system, and BlueWaveDX™ firmware 
upload tool. 
 
JCM has offices throughout the region, including New South Wales, Hong Kong, Shanghai, and Macau. General 
Manager Asia Pacific Ian Payne said, “JCM is committed to the hospitality and gaming industries throughout the 
region, and we are looking forward to helping our customers boost security, increase efficiencies, and enhance the 
guest experience.” 
 
JCM’s iVIZION and UBA Pro bill validators provide unsurpassed protection against counterfeiting and stringing, all 
with high levels of note acceptance. The GEN5 thermal printer has large memory and graphic abilities for TITO 
and coupon printing. ICB eliminates multiple points of human error and streamlines the entire drop process. 
BlueWaveDX is a convenient hand-held tool for fast and convenient firmware updates. 
 
Discover what JCM’s technology roadmap can do for your gaming operation on AHG stand #6, and join JCM on 
LinkedIn, Facebook, and YouTube.  
 
About JCM Global  
JCM Global is a world leader in transaction and payment technologies. From its global network of offices, the 
company provides award-winning solutions such as bill validators, note recyclers, printers, systems solutions, and 
more. Since 1955, its spirit of innovation has resulted in ground-breaking products and components that have 
earned multiple patents and set worldwide standards. JCM is trusted by operators and suppliers in the banking, 
gaming, kiosk, retail, transportation, and vending industries. Please visit www.jcmglobal.com for more information. 
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